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For all the women across the globe,  
elder or young, free or constrained, fully expressed or without a voice. And for all 
those who came before. May our work here ripple out far and wide and help you 

restore the remembrance of your infinite potential.  
 
 
 
 

For our Earth,  
Mama Gaia who so generously offers resources to sustain us.  May our dance and 

prayers support the healing of you, our planet and home. 
  
  

  
 

Let us Rise Up together  
as women of the Earth, for we can not do this alone. 
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Temple Body Arts Equinox Retreat 
Daily Schedule 

 
(Times are Subject to Change) 

Please arrive at least 10 minutes before each session, we can start promptly on time! 
 
 

Monday, September 21, 2020 

Day 1  Purpose, Prosperity & Pleasure 
 

10:00 - 10:50am    Rooting Your Temple Body & Star Pods 

11:00 - 12:30pm    Dance Your Intentions & Wealth Frequency 

12:30 - 1:30pm      Lunch Social 

1:30 - 3:30pm        Purpose & Prosperity w/ Anna Naturalista 

3:30 - 4:30pm        Sacred Money Dance  

 
Tuesday, September 22, 2020  

Day 2   Sexual Sovereign Queen 
 

10:00 - 10:50am     Wild Woman: Your Full Authentic Expression 

11:00 - 12:30pm     Sovereign Queen w/Phoenix Na Gig 

12:30 - 1:30pm       Lunch Social 

1:30 - 2:30pm         Visioning Your Queendom 

2:40 - 4:30pm         Dance & Expressive Arts Journey 

5:00 - 6:00pm         FireSide Chat & Ritual 

6:00 - 7:00pm         Sister Connection & Socialize w/Nicole Pemberton 

 
Wednesday, September 23, 2020 

Day 3  Tantric Tapestry of Transformation  
 

10:00 - 10:50am     Tantric Dance Practice 

11:00 - 12:30pm     Transformational Story Session w/Elizabeth Beeds 

12:30 - 1:30pm       Lunch Social 

1:30 - 2:30pm         Walk Your Transformational Offering  

2:45 - 4:30pm         ReCommitment Ceremony & Retreat Close 
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About Temple Body Arts 
 
 
Temple Body Arts is... 

  

a global movement and collective  
of empowered and embodied feminine leaders committed to being of service to awakening humanity              
and birthing a new paradigm,  one that is rooted in love and guided by grace. 

 
A feminine Mystery School 
weaving tantra, yoga, expressive healing arts, dance therapy, ritual, and blood mysteries to birth your               
creative potential and unique gifts into the world.   

 
a platform for women  
to embody their innate wisdom, sacred sensuality, and creative power to design a life based on their                 
deepest desires and highest YES, birthing their unique gifts into the world and creating the income and                 
impact they desire and deserve. 
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Day 1: Purpose, Prosperity & Pleasure 
 
TBA Guiding Compass - Intention  

 

Your Intention is where you begin. You have the opportunity to start again with each new                
breath. Setting your intention invites you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs, and actions with your                
highest desire, deepest dream, and greatest YES. The aim of your intention gives direction and               
discernment to each step and choice along your life's path. 

With your intention, life is created by your purposeful design. 

 
 
My intention: 
How do I intend to show up? What do I desire to receive? Is there a breakthrough I desire? How do I                      

want to feel by the end of this retreat?  
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Wealth Frequency: Making Love to Numbers 

 
“If money was your lover, what would they say about you?”  

- Rev. Deborah Johnson  
 
It is time to Determine your Sacred Number.  
After completing your Sacred Number and Monthly Budget spreadsheet, you will have a better sense of                

how much money you need to go out each month. Now it is time to get clear on how much you want to                       

bring in and receive each month; it's time to own your sacred number.  

 

 

My Sacred Number is :  
 
____________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

“The more pleasure I experience, the more money I receive.” 
 

 

 

Notes & Reflections :  
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Purpose & Prosperity 
With Anna Naturalista 

 

 

“Infinite Blessings Beloved Queens! 

On this Glorious Wholy-day of Autumn Equinox, we get to celebrate the harvest season and enjoy the 

reciprocity of our energetic investments. 

 

In the Spirit of this prophetic year of evolutionary proportion, we are 

individually and collectively unwinding our lives to re-program our beliefs back to the Truth of who we 

are, why we are here and how we are meant to be a uniquely radiant leaf of the magnificently abundant 

forest. 

 

Good news for us is, money actually does grow on trees! 

And just like Nature, we are each perfectly made to enjoy prosperity in life by BEing exactly who we are. 

Now that the World is changing, Your unique gifts, abilities and wisdom are required more than ever. 

This is why I'm so excited to share with you a few powerful equations based on what I call astro-mimicry; 

simply biomimicry of the stars. 

 

To prepare for the Equation of Prosperity and the Purpose Formula, please be 

sure to be nourished, have water to drink nearby, be comfy-cozy and prepared to journal. In this two 

hour accelerated course, you'll learn the scientific foundations of these principles then apply them in an 

integration craft game; for this, please download the SIA Wisdom Wheel and bring your favorite colored 

pens to play! 

 

I'm super excited to see you Lady Loves soon and enjoy our A-BUN-DANCE 

together! 

 

Infinite Grace & Gratitude, 

Anna Naturalista” 
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Sacred intelligence Agency Medicine Wheel 
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Notes & Reflections On Purpose & Prosperity  

with Anna Naturalista 
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Day 2: Sexual Sovereign Queen 
 

Notes & Reflections On Sovereign Queen  
with Phoenix Na GiG 
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My Queendom Vision  
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Day 3: Tantric Tapestry of 
Transformation 
 
 
Within Temple Body Arts, Tantra is a sacred technology to evolve, develop, and 

integrate different parts of ourselves to ignite our full creative potential and recognize the power we 

hold to birth our gifts. 

Tantra means many things to many lineages and people. Tantra originated as esoteric             
traditions developed in ancient India (Hinduism and Vedic Texts) and ancient China and Tibet (Taoism               
and Buddhism). Tantra is a Sanskrit word; 'tan' means 'to expand or stretch,' and              
'tra' means 'loom or instrument.'  

Tantra recognizes the body as an instrument of the divine. The embodied wisdom             
and spirituality of tantra weaves into every aspect of Temple Body Arts. The transformative tapestry of                
tantra is alive in TBA's Guiding Compass Points, the Five Fold Path, Awakening the Goddess, and Birthing                 
Sexual Sovereignty. 
 
In Temple Body Arts, we see through a tantric lens and recognize that our creativity, sexuality, and                 

spirituality all come from the same source and create a bridge to our divine essence and gifts. Temple                  

Body Arts offers a path, practices, and sacred technologies to open these three channels: 

❖ Temple - Spirituality 
❖ Body - Sexuality 
❖ Arts-  Creativity  

 

As Sally Kempton states, the Tantrikas saw that all of reality is Shakti's Dance and Shakti is "also                  

the force that inescapably nudges us toward the evolution of our consciousness, with which we must                

align when we seek conscious transformation." As experienced through the senses, as Shakti, our              

existence is an all-encompassing and intimate encounter with the divine. She further describes tantra as               

"a series of practices and teachings that help us realize that the world is filled with divine energy, with                   

Shakti. It is also a series of tools (the second meaning of the Sanskrit word 'tra') that we can use both to                      

liberate ourselves from illusion and to make our worldly lives more beautiful, abundant, and skillful."  

 

Tantra is also the remembrance of the union and sacred marriage of the             

masculine and feminine principles within. When we develop the masculine principle and qualities within              

us, we have the strong inner pillar and structure for our feminine principle to be fully expressed.  

 

 

“Your body is an instrument of the divine, a temple to worship, and home 

for the expression and embodiment  

of your soul’s essence.”  
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Your Transformational Story  
with Elizabeth Beeds 
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TBA Desire Map - Recommitment 
 

 
 
I choose to Align my Mindset, Discernment, and Actions with My Highest            
Desires. 
 
I recognize I am responsible for my results. 
 

I choose to Recommit to...  
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
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Equinox Retreat Reflections 

 

1. What were your biggest discoveries during this retreat? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What next step will you take to align with your purpose and highest desires? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How will you integrate this experience and bring more pleasure into your life? 
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